
Tai Chi Distance Healing Testimonial: 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Brother Andy <buwdtc@gmail.com>  

Date: 9/26/20 09:58 (GMT-08:00)  

To: Adrian VanKeuren <taichiavk@gmail.com>, speakup@brotherswhocare.org  

Subject: Tai Chi Distance Healing article  

For those considering getting some Distance Healing work, Do Not Delay any further, It works. 

Last night I had my first distant healing session with Adrian Lymie VanKeuren and quite honestly, I did not 

know what to expect or how it worked .You need to know that I am a skeptic as well as a season investigative 

journalist. Nevertheless, my relationship with Adrian has been quite revealing that there are natural and 

unnatural forces surrounding us that with guidance and openness we can benefit using. 

I am dealing with a deteriorated knee, which is more annoying than painful.  Adrian is on travel in the western 

part of the United States and is willing to share her adventures with Speak Up Community News as a field 

correspondent. I had no idea Adrian would and could be willing to share her Tai Chi healing services from such 

a distance or even at all. I had just finished a series of medical treatment for my knee that were disappointing 

and left me considering a Full Knee Replacement surgery.  

Adrian asked if I was willing to try distance healing, immediately I visualized a phone session that would 

include a "mind over matter" power of suggestion conversion since we were miles apart.  

Adrian sent me this text: 

"All you need to do is relax and be open. I'll send good energy, and then text you when I'm done. You might fall 

asleep, depending. I'll let you know any impressions afterward" 

I didn't really know what to do except lay down and try to relax. I cleared my mind and tried to visualize 

something like a "Vulcan Mind Melt" link with her, after abandoning that notion and since I am not completely 

ignorant about yoga, I just laid on my sight taking "mindful breathes”. I was feeling very tranquil and started to 

feel the hair around my knee rising and I am not exaggerating, I accepted this as the distance healing connection 

and just relaxed. I apparently dozed off and was awaken by a text from Adrian informing me that she just 

finished up and noticed some energy blockage that took her a while to smooth out and to let me know if my 

knees is less stiff in a day or two.  

I text her back that I did actually doze off and confessed about my Vulcan Mind Melt attempt which may have 

caused the energy blockage and then I went on to inform her about the hair raising experience on my knee and 

the fact that I got up without having to limp off the stiffness in my knee that was almost chronic. It's the next 

day after my first Tai Chi Distant Healing session and I feel GREAT especially since I haven't slept more than 5 

or 6 hours since going back to work as a teacher doing In-person teaching with pre-school students who keep 

me on my feet.  I rested well having slept over 8 hours the night of receiving the distance healing work, and had 

a remarkable dream that leaves feeling my head is clear enough to really focus on helping others, at least 

without the distraction of not resting well. 

Don't delay in getting help using distance healing contact: 

Adrian VanKeuren, Tai Chi Healing Energies  

taichiavk@gmail.com 

Thanks Adrian Vankeuren, I love you.  
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